
AN ANALYSIS OF THE INFORMATION AGE IN THE 20TH CENTURY

The Information Age is a historic period in the 21st century characterized by the rapid shift from . The MOS transistor
has been the fundamental building block of digital electronics since the late 20th century, paving the way for the digital
age.

In the s, electronic paper allowed digital information to appear as paper documents. As they argue in the
introduction to this volume, the New Institutionalist approach has many parallels with structuration theory, but
has the benefit of being directly concerned with the evolution of organizational form. Yates mentions that
some managers distrusted magnetic tape because, unlike punched cards, it contained no visible mark of the
data within. While Phil Scranton and others have drawn attention to the historical development of industries as
clusters of firms Scranton , business historians more often write as if each firm acted independently when
introducing managerial, technological, and organizational innovations. When punched card machines were
modified to better support administrative work, Yates places users, rather than supplier firms, in the vanguard.
While the organization, identity and practices of data processing departments appear to have been quite stable
across industries, Yates tells the story of information technology use within the life insurance industry as a
self-contained narrative. This too is an important contribution. I hope Yates succeeds in her stated aim of
convincing historians that businesses can be creative users of technologies. Berkeley, it must be said, is
something of an exception in this book, as one of the few individuals granted much personal agency or a life
story. Magnetic-core memory was developed from the research of Frederick W. Identities and practices were
knitted together across a range of industries by organizations such as the Data Processing Management
Association and trade publications such as Datamation and Business Automation. In the s and s, laptops were
developed as a form of portable computers, and PDAs could be used while standing or walking. Although a
considerable amount has been written on the business and technical history of the tabulating machine industry
Campbell-Kelly ; Heide , almost nothing had been published on their administrative application in America
between their celebrated debut at the US Census of and their adoption on a massive scale by the newly
established Social Security Administration circa  From Berkeley onward, actuaries, clerks and managers who
joined projects to study or implement computer systems often found their careers taking unexpected detours
into the new world of data processing. One fascinating aspect of the story summarized here is the willingness,
indeed the eagerness, of hundreds of companies to order computers long before their economic viability had
been established. This highlights one of the inevitable limitations of a single industry study. As Yates showed
in her earlier book, Control through Communication , progressive American managers from the s onward had
embraced the personal mastery of new technologies such as graphs, written procedures, organizational charts
and filing systems as symbols of modern management expertise. The internal dynamics of hardware and
software firms provide fascinating stories but are rarely more than tangentially related to the experiences of
computer users. Yates discusses the strategies taken by a number of firms large and small, illustrating
differences in the kinds of computers ordered, the tasks to which they were applied, and the aggressiveness
with which companies attempted to impose new business processes along with the new hardware. Trade
associations, in this case the Life Office Management Association, play a vital role in sharing experiences,
discussing new ideas, and legitimating particular applications of technology. The two most important
advances during this era were the addition of printing capabilities and the extension of tabulating equipment to
process letters as well as numbers. Yates provides a particular service by showing how identical machines
were used in different ways by different firms. These case studies, sourced in part from interviews with
managers involved in events, help to bring some texture to the story and demonstrate the interplay of
industry-wide trends with personal and cultural factors specific to individual firms. A culture of computer
enthusiasm created a heterogeneous alliance devoted to the installation and expansion of computer systems.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,  Scranton, Philip. But data sharing between individual computers
was either non-existent or largely manual , at first using punched cards and magnetic tape , and later floppy
disks.


